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Analysis of the adiabatic limit for solitons in
classical ﬁeld theory
B Y D AVID M. A. S TUART *
University of Cambridge, Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Wilberforce Road,
Cambridge CB3 OWA, UK
We discuss the approximation of classical ﬁeld theories by reduced systems of differential
equations on the space of equilibria (the adiabatic limit). Various examples in which the
approximation provides a useful description of the low-energy dynamics of solitons are
discussed, including the sine-Gordon equation, the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations and the
Chern–Simons–Schrödinger system. Particular emphasis is given to theorems on the
validity of such approximations and proofs are given in some model cases.
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1. Introduction
The equations of classical ﬁeld theory are typically systems of partial differential
equations which can be written as evolutionary dynamical systems that deﬁne a
well-posed initial-value problem. Even when this initial-value problem is well
understood from the analytical perspective, it is not necessarily easy to make
contact with the phenomenology described by the ﬁeld theory, particularly in
strongly nonlinear situations. Therefore, it is of interest to obtain a simpler
description of the dynamics in various limiting regimes of particular physical
interest. In this paper, we will discuss one such regime, the adiabatic limit, with
particular reference to soliton dynamics, in which it corresponds to the energy
being close to minimum. Here, the word soliton is used for a spatially localized,
ﬁnite-energy, time-independent solution of the equations, while the word
adiabatic is intended to suggest the approximation of an evolution by a slow
motion through some space of equilibria. We will explain how this notion of
adiabatic approximation enables one to formulate and prove theorems which
provide a rigorous description of the low-energy dynamics of solitons. The fact
that an adiabatic approximation could be used to provide an effective and
practical description of the low-energy dynamics of solitons, in rather
complicated systems of equations, arose in the work of Manton (1982). In that
article, it was proposed that the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations could be
approximated by the geodesic motion on the moduli space of monopoles, i.e.
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the space of gauge equivalence classes of minimizers of the static energy. For this
reason, the adiabatic approximation, as used to study soliton dynamics, is often
referred to as the moduli space approximation. It will become apparent in §§1c
and 2 that the adiabatic approximation is equivalent, under rescaling, to the
problem of motion under a strong constraining potential. As a general reference
for solitons in classical ﬁeld theory, and physical applications of the adiabatic
approximation, we refer to Manton & Sutcliffe (2004).
In the remainder of this section, we discuss some examples and formulate some
theorems on the adiabatic limit. In §2, we formulate corresponding theorems for
certain model problems and provide proofs which are quite close to those that
work for the more complicated systems such as the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations.
In §3, we brieﬂy mention some reﬁnements of the analysis and directions for
further work. We start in §1a by discussing three examples informally, before
explaining more carefully the structural features relevant to our work in §1b, and
then formulating some theorems precisely in §1c.
(a ) Some examples
We now start to discuss three examples. The ﬁrst of these has been chosen on
account of its simplicity. The second and third illustrate how the approximation
can be used in different settings.
(i) Example 1: the sine-Gordon equation
The simplest example from ﬁeld theory is the sine-Gordon equation
v2 q v2 q
K
C sin q Z 0:
vt 2 vx 2

ð1:1Þ

We work with boundary conditions at inﬁnity q(KN)Z0 and q(CN)Z2p. As is
explained in §1b(iv), under these conditions the only equilibria (static solutions)
are the solitons qK ðx K X0 ÞZ 4 arctan exKX0 , which are completely determined by
their centre X0ZR. Thus the moduli space of solitons MSG can be identiﬁed with
the real line R, and the adiabatic approximation consists of giving a dynamical
system on R which approximates (1.1). It is perhaps to be expected, in view of
€ 0 Z 0, and this is indeed the case;
translation invariance, that this system is just X
see theorem 1.1 for a precise statement, which is proved in §2b.
(ii) Example 2: the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations
Yang–Mills theory is a nonlinear variant of Maxwell’s electromagnetism in
which the ﬁeld strength is described by a two-form Fmn dx m dx n , which (locally)
takes values in a Lie algebra, in our case su(2). The Yang–Mills–Higgs equations
on R1C3 Z R !R3 can be expressed explicitly as a system of equations for an
su(2)-valued one-form AZ A0 dtC A1 dx 1 C A2 dx 2 C A3 dx 3 and an su(2)-valued
function F(t, x). The ﬁeld can be derived from the one-form A according to
Fmn Z
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where [$, $] means matrix commutation, and we write
Ej Z F0j Z vt Aj Kvj A0 C ½A0 ; Aj :

ð1:3Þ

The equations are
Dj Ej Z ½F; D0 F;
D0 Ej C Dj Fkj ZK½F; Dk F
D02 FKDj2 F

and

ð1:4Þ

Z 0:

Here, we use standard relativistic notation in which Greek indices m, n, etc. take
values in {0, 1, 2, 3} while Roman indices take values in {1, 2, 3}, and the
summation convention is used. In geometrical terms, we are solving for an SU(2)
connection A on a two-dimensional complex vector bundle EzC2!R1C3 coupled
to F, a section of the three-dimensional real vector bundle associated with E via
the adjoint representation of SU(2) on its Lie algebra su(2). (The section F is
called the Higgs ﬁeld.) The differential operator
Dm Z vm C ½Am ; $

ð1:5Þ

is the covariant derivative determined by the connection A, acting on su(2)valued sections. An important property of the equations is gauge invariance: let
g(t, x) be a smooth SU(2)-valued function, then (A, F) is a smooth solution of
equations (1.4) if and only if ðgdg K1 C gAg K1 ; gFg K1 Þ is a smooth solution. This
gauge invariance can be factored out by imposing additional conditions, for
example in temporal gauge it is required that A0Z0.
There are static solutions of (1.4) with A0Z0, which minimize the energy
functional (1.12), under appropriate boundary conditions at inﬁnity. They come
in families S k indexed by an integer k2Z of topological origin, as described in
§1b(iv). These families are inﬁnite dimensional, but on dividing S k by the action
of the gauge transformations one obtains a ﬁnite-dimensional manifold Mk ,
known as the charge k monopole moduli space. This space also inherits a
Riemannian metric from the L2 inner product, and it was suggested by Manton
(1982) that the geodesics with respect to this metric should provide a good ﬁnitedimensional approximation to (1.4) in the low-energy limit. Theorem 1.4, which
asserts the validity of this on long, but ﬁnite, time intervals, was proved by
Stuart (1994b). In this example, as well as the previous one, the space of solitons
is an isotropic submanifold of the phase space. In fact, the approximation can be
used in other settings, as will be illustrated by §1a(iii), in which the space of
solitons is a symplectic submanifold.
(iii) Example 3: the Chern–Simons–Schrödinger system
The Chern–Simons–Schrödinger system, introduced by Manton (1997), is a
gauge theoretic generalization of the two-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger
equation whose static soliton solutions are Abelian Higgs, or Ginzburg–Landau,
vortices (Jaffe & Taubes 1982). The dependent variables are a complex ﬁeld
F(t, x), an electric ﬁeld EZEj dx j and a magnetic ﬁeld B(t, x), all deﬁned
for (t, x)2R!S, where S is a two-dimensional spatial domain taken to be
a Riemann surface with metric gjk dx j dxk, area dmg and complex structure
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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J : T  S/ T  S (where j, k, . take values in {1, 2}). The equations are
E C dB ZKJ hiF; DFi;
l
iðvt KiA0 ÞF ZKDA FK ðtKjFj2 ÞF and
2

ð1:6Þ

1
B Z ðtKjFj2 Þ:
2
The coupling in (1.6) involves the space–time covariant derivative
D Z ðD0 ; D1 ; D2 Þ Z ðvt KiA0 ; D1 ; D2 Þ;
whose spatial part is written DZ(D1, D2). The commutator determines the
electric ﬁeld Ei and the magnetic ﬁeld B in the usual way
½Dm ; Dn F ZKiFmn F;

where

F0i Z Ei

and

1
F dx j dx k Z B dmg :
2 jk

ð1:7Þ

In geometrical terms, we ﬁx a one-dimensional complex vector bundle L/S, on
which is given an inner product and norm jaj2 Z ha; ai. We are then solving for an
S 1 connection on the bundle L h R !L/ R !S, with associated covariant
derivative D, and a section F of L. To be more explicit, ﬁx a connection on L
determined by a covariant derivative operator V, so that the spatial part of D
takes the form DjZVjKiAj for a real one-form Aj dx j; here V is independent of
time. (It is generally not possible to choose V to be ﬂat and it will have a
curvature determined by a function b such that ½Vj ; Vk F dx j dx k ZKib dmg F; it is
always possible to choose bZconst.) Then at each time t2R, we are solving for a
section F(t) of L, a one-form AðtÞZ A1 ðtÞdx 1 C A2 ðtÞdx 2 on S, and a real-valued
function A0(t) on S. The electric ﬁeld is given by
Ej Z vt Aj Kvj A0
and the magnetic ﬁeld by
B dmg Z b dmg C dA:
The two-form KiEj dto dx j KiBdmg is the curvature associated with the space–
time covariant derivative DZ ðvt KiA0 ; VKiAÞ. For the case SZR2, this system
was proposed by Manton (1997), who derived it as the Euler–Lagrange equation
for the Lagrangian (1.13). A global existence result was proved by Demoulini
(2007). As for example 2, an important property of the system (1.6) is gauge
invariance: let c(t, x) be a smooth real-valued function, then (A, F) is a smooth
solution if and only if ðdcC A; Feic Þ is a smooth solution.
In this case, there are soliton solutions called Abelian Higgs, or Ginzburg–
Landau, vortices. There is a special case, lZ1, in which the adiabatic
approximation is particularly powerful because the space of vortices is then
unusually large—large enough that the motion on it can provide information on
the dynamical interaction of several vortices. We call this the self-dual, or
Bogomoln’yi, case. As discussed in §1b(iv), after dividing out by the gauge group,
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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we obtain, for lZ1, ﬁnite-dimensional moduli spaces of self-dual vortices. These
moduli spaces can be identiﬁed with SymN(S), the symmetric N-fold product of
the spatial domain S. The solitons lie in the phase space as a symplectic
submanifold, and the moduli spaces SymN(S) inherit a symplectic structure. For
lZ1, the system (1.6) can be approximated by a ﬁrst-order Hamiltonian system
on SymN(S) (see theorem 1.6). For a discussion of phenomenological aspects of
vortex dynamics in this system, see Manton (1997), Romao & Speight (2004) and
Krusch & Sutcliffe (2006).
(b ) Solitons and classical ﬁeld equations
Classical ﬁeld equations have certain structural features which are crucial for
the developments under discussion: they possess both a variational formulation
and a Hamiltonian formulation (possibly with constraints) and are usually
Lorentz covariant. (This last feature is not necessarily relevant to problems
arising from condensed matter physics, an example of which is the Chern–
Simons–Schrödinger system, §1a(iii).) A more specialized feature which we
exploit here is the Bogomoln’yi structure, which ensures the existence of
relatively large spaces of equilibria on which to approximate the dynamics. We
now discuss these features as a preparation for some precise formulations of
approximation theorems.
(i) Variational formulation
The equations we study are all Euler–Lagrange equations, i.e. can be written
in the form of the condition of vanishing derivative,
DS Z 0;

ð1:8Þ

for some action functional S, depending upon the ﬁelds and their partial
derivatives up to some order (usually up to ﬁrst order). The variational
formulation of a ﬁeld theory as in (1.8) is often called a Lagrangian formulation,
and it is then referred to as a Lagrangian system. This is not only an appealing
unifying principle in ﬁeld theory, but also a useful analytical device. In
particular, at the static level, many of the soliton solutions of interest are
solutions of (1.8), which minimize some energy functional V that can be derived
from the Lagrangian S. The direct variational method can then be used to prove
the existence of solutions and derive information important for stability analysis.
(It should be said, however, that more speciﬁc, often somewhat ad hoc, methods
are needed for a really good detailed understanding of the properties of the
solitons.) Regarding time-dependent problems, while the variational method
does not seem to be useful in the analysis of general solutions of the Cauchy
problem, it can be useful, for example, in the construction of time-periodic
solutions; see Demoulini & Stuart (2000) for a relevant example.
Ð
An important class of systems is that in which S takes the form S Z L dt
with L : TM/R a function on the tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold
(M, g) that takes the familiar form ‘kinetic energy’ minus ‘potential energy’,
1 _ _
L Z T KV Z gðJ;
JÞKV ðJÞ;
2
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_
where t/J(t) is a curve in M with velocity JðtÞ
2 TJðtÞ M . Lagrangian
systems of this type will be referred to as natural Lagrangian systems (following
the terminology of §19 in Arnold (1989)).
Example 1: the sine-Gordon equation. Equation (1.1) arises formally as the
Euler–Lagrange equation associated with the functional

ð

1 2
2
SðqÞ Z
q Kqx Kð1Kcos qÞ dx dt:
ð1:10Þ
2 t
This action has the form of a natural Lagrangian system, in which the kinetic
energy is deﬁned with the L2 metric and the potential energy is

ð
1 2
q C ð1Kcos qÞ dx:
V ðqÞ Z
2 x
Example 2: the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations. Equations (1.4) can be derived
from the action
ð
1
ððjD0 Fj2 C jEj2 ÞK2vðA; FÞÞdx dt;
ð1:11Þ
SðA; FÞ Z
2 R1C3
where v(A, F) is the density of the static energy

ð 
ð
1
1
j
jk
hDj F; D Fi C hFjk ; F i dx
VðA; FÞ Z vðA; FÞdx Z
4
R3
R3 2

ð1:12Þ

and the Killing inner product hA; BiZKð1=2Þtr AB is used. The ﬁrst equation of
(1.4), which is obtained by variation of A0, plays the role of a constraint in the
sense that if it holds for the initial data then the remaining two equations imply
its validity at later times. This variational formulation of (1.4) makes it apparent
that, ignoring the constraint equation, (1.4) is in fact an inﬁnite-dimensional
natural Lagrangian system. To be precise, recall that it is always possible to
apply a gauge transformation such that A0Z0. The second and third equations of
(1.4) are then the Euler–Lagrange equations of the action S just given, with A0
set equal to 0, and this action is indeed of the form (1.9), the kinetic energy being
determined by the L2 norm, and with V playing the role of potential energy.
Example 3: Chern–Simons–Schrödinger system. Equations (1.6) can be derived
formally as the Euler–Lagrange equations associated with the functional
ð
1
SðA; FÞ Z
Ao F C ðhiF; D0 Fi C A0 C 2vl;t ðA; FÞÞdt dmg ;
ð1:13Þ
2 R!S
where



1
l
2
jk
2
2
vl;t ðA; FÞ Z
B C g hDj F; Dk Fi C ðjFj K tÞ
2
4

ð1:14Þ

is the density of the Ginzburg–Landau static energy. (The parameters l and t are
positive real numbers.) Although S is not manifestly gauge invariant it changes by
an exact form under gauge transformation, and the Euler–Lagrange equations
(1.6) are gauge invariant. Vortices are critical points of the static energy
ð
V l;t ðA; FÞ Z vl;t ðA; FÞdmg ;
S

as will be discussed further below.
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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(ii) Hamiltonian formulation
Recall that given a symplectic manifold (M, u), one can associate to any
differentiable function H : M/R a vector ﬁeld XH such that
uðXH ; vÞ Z dH ðvÞ;
for all vector ﬁelds v. The ﬂow generated by this Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld XH is
called the Hamiltonian ﬂow associated with H on the phase space M. Natural
Lagrangian system (1.9) can be reformulated as Hamiltonian systems, with phase
space the cotangent bundle MZTM, via the Legendre transformation (Arnold
1989). Many classical ﬁeld equations admit such a Hamiltonian formulation on a
phase space which is a cotangent bundle. However, there are interesting
equations which are Hamiltonian equations on a phase space that is not
necessarily a cotangent bundle. Schrödinger’s equation, and its variants, provides
examples of this type. But, in addition, equations arising from the Chern–Simons
action and various generalizations also give rise to more complicated examples
with interesting soliton solutions. In particular, for (1.6), there is a
_ FÞZ
_ iFÞ,
_
_ which
complex structure on the phase space given by J : ðA;
ðKJ A;
allows the introduction of a symplectic structure Uðv; wÞZ hJv; wi, where h$, $i is
the L2 inner product. Using this symplectic form, the system (1.6), in temporal
gauge A0Z0, is a Hamiltonian ﬂow generated by the Hamiltonian functional
V l,t(A, F), which was deﬁned immediately following (1.14). (Note that the third
equation of (1.6) is preserved by the evolution and as such is really only a
condition on the initial data. It will be referred to as the constraint equation.)
(iii) Lorentz covariance
The fundamental equations of classical ﬁeld theory are required, by the
principles of relativity, to be Lorentz covariant and often constitute a system of
nonlinear wave equations of the form
 2

vt KD U Z FðU; vU; .Þ:
ð1:15Þ
This is a semi-linear hyperbolic system of equations. Both of the ﬁrst two
examples discussed above fall into this class of equations. (In the general
relativistic context, this situation is modiﬁed to require general covariance, and
the equations form quasi-linear hyperbolic systems.) On the other hand, there
are many systems of interest in condensed matter physics which are not Lorentz
covariant, in particular the third example introduced above. Correspondingly,
the system (1.6) is not hyperbolic, but can be thought of as a pair of coupled
nonlinear Schrödinger equations, as can be seen by applying a gauge
transformation so that A is divergence free (Coulomb gauge). In the proofs we
provide for certain model problems in §2, we use methods which are, in principle,
capable of adaptation to treat partial differential equations like (1.15) or systems
of nonlinear Schrödinger equations.
(iv) Bogomoln’yi structure and moduli spaces of solitons
As explained previously, the solitons of interest to us are critical points of an
energy functional V. There are certain cases, in which the study of the adiabatic
limit is of particular efﬁcacy, in which this functional possesses a special form
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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known as Bogomoln’yi, or self-dual, structure. This means it is possible to write
ð
VðjÞ Z jGðjÞj2 C #ðjÞ;
where #(j) is a number, determined either by the topological type of the
conﬁguration or possibly by the boundary conditions. In this circumstance, the
minimizers, with #(j) ﬁxed, will be given by solutions of G(j)Z0, at least if such
solutions exist—in this case, the Bogomoln’yi bound is said to be saturated (i.e.
achieved) by these solutions. It may well be that there are no solutions of G(j)Z0
with the given topological type (or given boundary conditions), in which case the
bound is not saturated. The relevance of this structure to the adiabatic limit is
that when the Bogomoln’yi bound is saturated, experience indicates that there is
typically a large space of solitons, and projecting the dynamics onto this space may
capture many of the essential features of the full dynamics. We now investigate the
Bogomoln’yi structure in each of the three examples previously mentioned.
Example 1: sine-Gordon solitons. In this case, the Bogomoln’yi structure
amounts to the simple observation that the potential energy V can be written



ð
ð 
1 2
1
q 2
q
V ðqÞ Z
q C ð1Kcos qÞ dx Z
q H2 sin
H4vx cos
dx:
2 x
2 x
2
2
Working with asymptotic boundary conditions q(KN)Z0, q(CN)Z2p, and
choosing the upper sign in this identity, we deduce that V(q)R8, with equality
attained precisely at any one of the soliton, or kink, solutions
qK ðx K X0 Þ Z 4 arctan exKX0 ; X0 2 R:
ð1:16Þ
These are all solutions of the ﬁrst-order equation qx Z 2 sin ðq=2Þ; furthermore,
any ﬁnite-energy solution satisfying the above boundary conditions equals
qK(xKX0) for some X0. Let H s denote the standard Sobolev space of functions
whose derivatives up to order s2N are square integrable, with the standard
s
norm, and let Hloc
be the corresponding local Sobolev space. We introduce the
afﬁne space A1 Z qK C H 1 ðRÞ as an appropriate space within which to work;
1
any q 2 Hloc
such that V(q)!N satisfying the above asymptotic boundary
conditions lies in A1 and vice versa. Thus in this case the moduli space of
solitons MSG is just the real line R and we have an embedding EK : MSG / A1
which maps X02R to EK ðX0 Þ h qK ð$K X0 Þ 2 A1 . This embedding induces,
from L2, a metric on MSG which is easily computed to be just 8 dX02 . The point
X0 2 MSG zR represents the soliton centred at X0 and the induced metric is
invariant under translation.
Example 2: Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommerﬁeld (BPS) monopoles in the Yang–
Mills–Higgs equations. The static Yang–Mills–Higgs energy (1.12) provides a
more interesting example of Bogomoln’yi structure. We impose the asymptotic
boundary condition limjxj/CNjfðxÞjZ 1, so that restricted to a large sphere f/jfj
deﬁnes a map S 2/S 2 of winding number k2Z (for suitable f). Using the fact,
provedÐ by Groisser (1984), that this number is equal to the integral
ð1=2pÞ DFo F, which is a well-deﬁned integer as long as VðA; FÞ!N, implies
that the energy can be rewritten as ð
1
VðA; FÞ Z
j F HDFj2 G4pk:
ð1:17Þ
2 R3
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This structure arises as a dimensional reduction of the well-known self-duality
structure possessed by the four-dimensional Yang–Mills functional. The
minimizers of V with negative winding number k will therefore be solutions of
the Bogomoln’yi equations

F ZKDF or Fln Z elmn Dm F;
ð1:18Þ
at least if such solutions exist; the space of all minimizers will then be written S k. An
individual minimizer is referred to as a BPS monopole, or just a monopole, of charge
k, and will also satisfy the usual second-order Euler–Lagrange equations
corresponding to the static energy functional V, and as such is gauge equivalent
to a smooth solution and locally gauge equivalent to a real analytic one (Jaffe &
Taubes 1982). A precise description of the space of monopoles S k can be obtained by
integrable systems methods of twistor theory: let Mk be the moduli space of gauge
~ k over Mk which is
equivalence classes of monopoles. There is a circle bundle M
~ k can be
slightly easier to describe: it was proved by Donaldson (1984) that M
identiﬁed, via a diffeomorphism, with the space of degree k rational maps f
~ k / Mk just corresponds to the
satisfying f(N)Z0. (The ﬁbre of the bundle M
action of the gauge transformation determined by the Higgs ﬁeld itself.) The moduli
~ k is thus a smooth 4k-dimensional manifold, and, furthermore, it inherits a
space M
complete Riemannian metric from the L2 inner product in the original inﬁnite~ k is
dimensional space. (Here, it is necessary to take account of the fact that M
obtained as a quotient space, dividing out by the group of gauge transformations—
~ k is the minimum L2 norm of the various gauge
the length of a tangent vector to M
equivalent representatives.) This metric has special properties: it is hyperkähler
and Ricci ﬂat, which enabled Atiyah & Hitchin (1988) to determine it explicitly
for kZ2 and calculate many properties of the geodesic ﬂow.
Example 3: self-dual vortices.ÐGinzburg–Landau vortices are critical points of
the static energy V l;t ðA; FÞZ vl;t ðA; FÞdmg , where the energy density was
deﬁned in (1.14). It turns out that the case lZ1 is special: as in the previous
example, the functional is then a dimensional reduction of the four-dimensional
Yang–Mills functional. An indication of this is given by the existence of a
Bogomoln’yi decomposition formula
1
1
ð0;1Þ
V 1;t ðA; FÞ Z ptN C jDA Fj2L2 C jBA K ðtKjFj2 Þj2L2 ;
2
2
where, using a complex coordinate zZx1Cix2, in which the metric has the form
ð0;1Þ
z . The
gZ e2r ððdx 1 Þ2 C ðdx 2 Þ2 Þ, we have DA FZ 12 ððV1 KiA1 ÞC iðV2 KiA2 ÞÞF d
associated Bogomoln’yi equations are then
1
ð0;1Þ
DA F Z 0;
BA K ðtKjFj2 Þ Z 0:
ð1:19Þ
2
For a solution (A, F) of these equations with a given value of the topological
integer N, the ﬁeld F will typically have N zeros, each of which can be thought of
as the centre of a vortex. Thus the static solitons can be thought of as a nonlinear
superposition of N vortices which do not interact. The phrase ‘self-dual vortex’ is
often used in the special case lZ1 when static multi-vortices exist. Equations
(1.19) were solved exactly by Witten (1977) in the case that S is the upper halfplane with canonical metric, by reducing them to the Liouville equation.
Following this, Taubes proved an existence theorem when S is the Euclidean
plane (Jaffe & Taubes 1982), and Bradlow (1988) did likewise for S a compact
Riemann surface, by means of a reduction to a nonlinear elliptic equation of
Proc. R. Soc. A (2007)
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Kazdan–Warner type. Bradlow proved that if the area of the surface jSj is such
that tjSjO4pN, then the Bogomoln’yi bound is saturated: in fact, the minimum
value ptN of V 1,t is achieved on a set whose quotient by the gauge group can be
identiﬁed with SymN(S), the symmetric N-fold product of S. Thus the moduli
space of self-dual vortices is SymN(S); it inherits both a metric (induced from the
L2 metric, as for monopoles) and a symplectic structure and is a Kähler manifold.
Finally, we mention that there are other systems for which the vortices are the
static solutions: see, for example, Stuart (1994a) and Demoulini & Stuart (1997).
(c ) Formulation of some theorems on adiabatic limits
Example 1: slow motion of sine-Gordon solitons. As a ﬁrst, phenomenologically
rather trivial, example consider solutions qe(t, x) to (1.1) with smooth initial data
of the form (for each eO0)
vt qe ð0; xÞ ZKeu 0 qK0 ðxÞ C v~0 ðx; eÞ;
ð1:20Þ
qe ð0; xÞ Z qK ðxÞ C q~0 ðx; eÞ;
2
~
with jjðq0 ; v~0 ÞjjH 2!H 1 Z Oðe Þ as e/0. The moduli space approximation in this
case amounts to restricting the Lagrangian (1.10) to the space of solitons
MSG3A1 described in the discussion following (1.16). The computation of this
restricted Lagrangian just amounts to the computation of the metric induced
2
from L2, leading to the reduced Lagrangian which is just 8X_ 0 . Since the Euler–
€ 0 Z 0, we ﬁnd that the expected
Lagrange equation for this Lagrangian is just X
adiabatic limit description of the motion of sine-Gordon solitons is just uniform
motion on a straight line: X0(t)Zu 0t. This is borne out by theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.1. Consider, for each eO0, the initial-value problem for(1.1) with
smooth initial data (1.20) satisfying jjðq~0 ; v~0 ÞjjH 2!H 1 Z Oðe2 Þ as e/0. Then for
each eO0 there exists a unique global smooth solution qe(t, x) to(1.1) and (1.20).
Furthermore, as e/0, the rescaled solutions qe ððt=eÞ; xÞ converge to
qK ðx K X0 ðtÞÞ in the sense that
  t 



lim max  qe ; $ K qK ð$K X0 ðtÞÞ H 1 Z 0;
ð1:21Þ
e/0 jtj%t
e
for every t!N.
Remark 1.2. Note that the behaviour under discussion is stable in the sense
that any sequence of solutions whose initial data have the prescribed asymptotic
behaviour as e/0 converges, after rescaling, to the same adiabatic limit. In this
problem, applying Lorentz boosts by velocity eu0 to a stationary kink gives very
particular solution sequences having the stated limiting behaviour, but in order
to see that this behaviour is stable, and so physically relevant, it is necessary to
carry out some analysis as in the proof of theorem 1.1.
Remark 1.3. Note that in order to pick up the adiabatic motion in the limit, it
is necessary to consider the rescaled functions qe(t/e, $). This suggests the
introduction of a slow time variable
t Z et:
ð1:22Þ
Observe that q(t, x) solves (1.1) if and only if Qðt; $ÞZ qðt=e; $Þ solves
v2 Q
C mV 0 ðQÞ Z 0;
vt2
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where mZeK2 is a large parameter. This problem is an example of a strongly
constrained system: as m/CN, the force mV 0 acts to constrain the solution to
the set of minimizers of V, i.e. to the moduli space MSG.
The proof of theorem 1.1 given in §2b is carried out in the context of
constrained systems, i.e. for solutions of (1.23) as m/N. Prior to this, strongly
constrained ﬁnite-dimensional systems are studied in §2a. The proofs given there
are chosen to be adaptable to treat partial differential equations like the sineGordon equation, as well as the more phenomenologically interesting cases such
as the Yang–Mills–Higgs and Chern–Simons–Schrödinger equations which we
now discuss.
Example 2: the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations and motion on the moduli space of
monopoles. In this case, the restriction of the action (1.11) to the space of
monopoles gives a Lagrangian which is again a kinetic energy deﬁned by means
of the metric induced from L2, which is discussed above. There is a technical issue
here in that we are really interested in the action restricted to the moduli space of
gauge equivalence classes of monopoles, Mk , which is obtained as a quotient
space of the space of monopoles S k by the group of gauge transformations G,
S k / Mk Z S k =G and;

ð1:24Þ

J0 1 ½J0 :

ð1:25Þ

So, it is necessary to correctly factor out the gauge group in this reduction—this
is explained by Stuart (1994b), where theorem 1.4 is proved.
Theorem 1.4. Consider the initial-value problem for the Yang–Mills–Higgs
equations (1.4) with initial data Jð0ÞZ J0 ð0Þ 2 S k a monopole, vt Jð0ÞZ ev0
with v0 2 TJ0 ð0Þ S k tangent to the space of monopoles at J0(0). Then for e
sufﬁciently small, there exists tO0 such that there is a smooth solution for
jtj% ðt =eÞ which is close in uniform norm to a monopole J0 ðetÞ 2 S k such that
t/ gðtÞZ ½J0 ðtÞ 2 Mk is the constant energy geodesic with initial conditions
_
ðgð0Þ; gð0ÞÞZ
ð½J0 ð0Þ; ½v0 Þ.
Remark 1.5. The proof employs energy estimates which actually lead to the
approximation holding in certain integral norms that are similar to, but weaker
than, the Sobolev norms H s. They are based on a norm introduced by Taubes
(1983) for a study of index theory for the Yang–Mills–Higgs functional. The
validity of the approximation in uniform norm is then a consequence of its
validity with respect to these integral norms.
Example 3: the Chern–Simons–Schrödinger system and ﬁrst-order vortex
dynamics. The system (1.6) is not a natural Lagrangian system, but is
Hamiltonian as detailed in §1b(ii). Here, it is crucial that the space of vortices
is a symplectic submanifold of the phase space, and that the moduli space
SymN(S) inherits a symplectic form u from U, the symplectic form deﬁned in
§1b(ii). We now deﬁne a function h:SymN(S)/ R by restricting the energy V l,t
to the space of vortices, and observing that by gauge invariance this
actually gives a smooth function h on the quotient space SymN(S). It is the
Hamiltonian ﬂow of this function on the phase space (SymN(S), u) which
determines the slow motion of vortices for l close to 1.
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Theorem 1.6. For eZjlK1j sufﬁciently small, the system (1.6) can be
approximated, for times of order 1/e, by the Hamiltonian ﬂow on (SymN(S), u)
associated with the Hamiltonian h, obtained by restriction of V l;t to the moduli space.
The proof of this will appear in a future paper.
Remark 1.7. In the ﬁrst two examples, which were natural Lagrangian
systems, the space of solitons was an isotropic submanifold of the phase space
and the adiabatic limit system was also natural Lagrangian. For the case of (1.6),
it was crucial, rather, that the space SymN(S) inherits a symplectic form u from
its construction as a quotient. Thus the basic idea of the adiabatic approximation
can be used in a variety of different settings; parabolic systems obtained from the
gradient ﬂow of (1.14) are another example (Demoulini & Stuart 1997; Strauss &
Sigal 2006)
Remark 1.8. As discussed further in §2, there are two approaches to validating
analytically the adiabatic approximation, based on compactness as in theorem
1.1 or by direct construction as in theorem 1.4.
Remark 1.9. These theorems leave open various interesting related questions
regarding bound states and time-periodic solutions, scattering theory and
singularity formation which are discussed in §3.

2. Proofs in some special cases
In §2a, we explain how to prove theorems analogous to those stated in §1c for some
ﬁnite-dimensional model problems. Problems of this type have previously been
treated by Rubin & Ungar (1957) and Ebin (1977). The ﬁrst of these references
treats ﬁnite-dimensional problems by means of a compactness argument—
uniform estimates for the solution are obtained which allow passage to the limit,
and then it is proved that the limit is a solution of the constrained system. In
contrast, the second reference provides a direct construction of solutions which are
close to a given solution of the constrained system; this was the line of attack
adopted by Stuart (1994a,b) also, and is brieﬂy explained in §2a(iii). Here,
however, we adopt the compactness method, providing proofs which—with the
use of an additional compactness device, the Lions–Aubin lemma—can be adapted
to the inﬁnite-dimensional setting required for the partial differential equations of
classical ﬁeld theory discussed previously. (In fact, the article of Ebin does treat
inﬁnite-dimensional problems, but was directed towards the problem of the
incompressible limit in ﬂuid mechanics, and the techniques there would require
some modiﬁcation to treat the type of problem under consideration here. An
alternative approach to the incompressible limit was given by Klainerman &
Majda (1981).) As an inﬁnite-dimensional example, we then prove theorem 1.1 on
the adiabatic approximation for the sine-Gordon equation in §2b.
(a ) Finite-dimensional natural Lagrangian systems
A good starting point is the problem of strongly constrained motion in ﬁnitedimensional natural Lagrangian systems, i.e. systems of ordinary differential
equations which are the Euler–Lagrange equations for a Lagrangian of the
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familiar kinetic energy minus potential energy form,
1 _ 2
L½j Z jjjjj
K Vm ðjÞ;
2

ð2:1Þ

_
where jðtÞZ
vt jðtÞ and j : R/ RN is a curve in RN. Euclidean space RN is
endowed with the standard Euclidean norm jjvjj2 Z hv; viZ v$v, and Vm:RN/R is
a family of smooth functions parametrized by m2R. The Euler–Lagrange
equation associated with L is
€ C Vm0 ðjÞ Z 0:
j
ð2:2Þ
(i) A simple model problem (Ginzburg–Landau constraining potential)
The problem of constrained motion arises, for example, with the family of
potentials
m
Vm ðjÞ Z U ðjÞ C ð1Kjjjjj2 Þ2 ;
ð2:3Þ
4
in the limit m/CN; in this case, (2.2) can be written as
€ C U 0 ðjÞKmjð1Kjjjjj2 Þ Z 0;
j
ð2:4Þ
0
N
where hU ðjÞ; viZ DU ðjÞðvÞc v 2 R . It would seem reasonable, in view of
energy conservation,
1 _
jjjðtÞjj2 C Vm ðjðtÞÞ Z E0 Z const:;
2
that solutions Jm, with energy bounded independent of m, will be forced, as
m/CN, onto the set S NK1 Z fj 2 RN : jjjjjZ 1g i.e. Jm ðtÞ/ JðtÞ 2 S NK1 .
Furthermore, it may be expected that J(t) will be a solution of the constrained
system, i.e. the Euler–Lagrange equations characterizing critical points of (2.1)
among functions j : R/ S NK1 . The weak formulation of this condition is
ð
N
_
_ ziK
ðhj;
hU 0 ; ziÞdt Z 0;
cz 2 C N
0 ðR; R Þ : hzðtÞ; jðtÞi Z 0c t 2 R: ð2:5Þ
Alternatively, introducing the orthogonal projection operator
j$v
Pj : v/ vK
j Z vKj$vj; if jjjjj Z 1;
jjjjj2
constrained critical points can be characterized by
ð
0
N
€
ðjÞ; Pj ðhÞidt Z 0;
ch 2 C N
hKjKU
0 ðR; R Þ;

ð2:7Þ

€ U 0 ðjÞÞZ 0 or equivalently
which is just the weak formulation of Pj ðjC
€ C jjjjj
_ 2 j C Pj U 0 ðjÞ Z 0:
j

ð2:8Þ

ð2:6Þ

The basic analytical ingredient for the proof which follows is just the following
simple consequence of the Arzela–Ascoli theorem:
Lemma 2.1. Given a sequence of C 1 functions fn : ½Kt ; t / RN satisfying
maxjtj%t ðjjfn ðtÞjjC jjf_ n ðtÞjjÞ% C , there exists a subsequence ffnj gN
jZ1 which
N
N
converges in C ð½Kt ; t ; R Þ to a limit f 2 Cð½Kt ; t ; R Þ.
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Theorem 2.2. Assume that U is a smooth bounded function on RN. For m>0, let
Jm 2 CNðR; RN Þ be the unique solution of (2.4) with initial values
_ m ð0Þ Z v0 ;
Jm ð0Þ Z J0
ð2:9Þ
J
which satisfy
jjJ0 jj Z 1;

J0 $v0 Z 0:

ð2:10Þ

Then
Jm / J in C 1loc

as m/CN;

ð2:11Þ

where J 2 CNðR; S NK1 Þ is the unique solution of (2.8) with initial data
Jð0ÞZ J0 , Jð0ÞZ v0 .
Proof. By the local existence theorem there exists, for every m, a unique local
smooth solution, Jm(t), to (2.4), (2.9) deﬁned on some non-empty time interval
(KTm, Tm). Now we derive some estimates for ﬁxed m, temporarily writing j in
place of Jm to avoid a proliferation of symbols. Any solution of (2.4) and (2.9)
satisﬁes the energy conservation law
1 _
m
1
jjjðtÞjj2 C U ðjðtÞÞ C ð1Kjjjjj2 Þ2 Z jjv0 jj2 C U ðJ0 Þ Z E0 :
2
4
2

ð2:12Þ

Since U is bounded, jU ðjÞj% L, this implies
1 _ 2 m
ð2:13Þ
jjjjj C ð1Kjjjjj2 Þ2 % E0 C L;
2
4
_
so that for mO0 we have the a priori estimate for the velocity vZ j,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð2:14Þ
jjvðtÞjj% 2ðE0 C LÞ:
Furthermore, there exists mO0 such that for mRm the solutions lie inside the set
5
7
N h j 2 RN : % jjjjj2 % :
ð2:15Þ
6
6
It follows that for all mO0 the solutions Jm can be extended for all time.
_ m are uniformly bounded by (2.14)
Furthermore, the fact that the velocities vm Z J
implies, by lemma 2.1, subsequential convergence as m/CN to a limit
J 2 C ðR; RN Þ, uniformly on closed bounded intervals. The energy identity
(2.13) implies jjJðtÞjjZ 1 so that in fact J 2 C ðR; S NK1 Þ. Since U is smooth there
exists L1 such that
ð2:16Þ
sup jU 0 ðjÞj% L1 :
j2N

The next step is to obtain uniform estimates for the derivatives. To this end, and
€
_
again writing j in place of Jm, we decompose the acceleration vðtÞZ
jðtÞ,
thus
_
vðtÞ$jðtÞ
_
_
jðtÞ C PjðtÞ ðvðtÞÞ:
ð2:17Þ
vðtÞ
Z v_ N ðtÞ C v_ T ðtÞ Z
jjjðtÞjj2
The fact that j solves (2.4) implies immediately that v_ T ZKPjðtÞ ðU 0 ðjðtÞÞÞ is
bounded,
jjv_ T jj% L1 :
ð2:18Þ
1
Thus to deduce C convergence from lemma 2.1 it sufﬁces to estimate v_ N ðtÞ.
To achieve this it is convenient to deﬁne fZv$j, and observe that since
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_ v$jC
_
fZ
jjvjj2 we can estimate v_ N in terms of f_ by means of
v_ N Z

2
_
fKjjvjj
j:
jjjjj2

ð2:19Þ

To be precise, assuming that jðtÞ 2 N and (2.16) holds, there exists
cZ cðE0 ; L; L1 Þ such that
_
_
jjvðtÞjj%
cð1 C jfðtÞjÞ:
Now a calculation gives the following equation for f:
 2

d
2
C
mð6jjjjj
K4Þ
f ZKD 2 U ðjÞðv; jÞK3v$U 0 ðjÞ;
dt2

ð2:20Þ

ð2:21Þ

suggesting the introduction of the quantity
1 2
E N Z ðf_ C mð6jjjjj2 K4Þf2 Þ;
2

ð2:22Þ

as a measure of the magnitude of the normal oscillations. Indeed, for j 2 N ,
1 2
E N R ðf_ C mf2 Þ;
ð2:23Þ
2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
_
which implies jjvjj%
cð1C E N Þ by (2.20). Differentiate with respect to t and
substitute from (2.21) to deduce
d N
_ D 2 U ðjÞðv; jÞK3v$U 0 ðjÞÞ C 6mf3 ;
E ðtÞ Z fðK
dt

ð2:24Þ

and hence, since mf2 % 2E N ,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d N
E % C ðE N C E N Þ% C ð1 C E N Þ;
dt

ð2:25Þ

for some C independent of m. Now, for the assumed initial data (2.9), f(0)Z0 and
_
jfð0Þj
is bounded in terms of E0 and L1, and hence there exists CO0, independent
of m, such that
E N ð0Þ% C:
ð2:26Þ
The Gronwall inequality applied to (2.25) and (2.26) implies that
E N ðtÞ% C1 eC2 t ;

ð2:27Þ

with both constants independent of m. Given this, it follows from (2.18) and (2.19)
€
that
pﬃﬃﬃthe acceleration v_ m Z J m of the solution Jm is bounded uniformly in mOm, as
is mfm , where fm Z vm $Jm . It follows from lemma 2.1 that, along a subsequence
mk, the Jm converge in C 1 ðR; RN Þ to J 2 C 1 ðR; S NK1 Þ while the normal
component of the velocity converges to 0 (since fm Z vm $Jm converges to 0).
To identify the limit J, observe that since Jm solves (2.4), and Pj ðjÞZ 0,
we have
ð
ð
_ m idt Z hPJ ðzÞ; U 0 ðJm Þidt;
hvt ðPJm ðzÞÞ; J
ð2:28Þ
m
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N
for all z 2 C N
0 ðR; R Þ. Calculate

½vt ; PJm z Z

_ m $zJm K Jm $zJ
_m
KJ
jjJm jj

2

C2

_ m ÞJm
ðJm $zÞðJm $J
jjJm jj4

:

_ m i/ hJ; JiZ
_
0 (since jjJðtÞjjZ 1), we
Using this and the fact that hJm ; J
deduce that, along the subsequence,
_ m i/KjjJjj
_ 2 J$z;
h½vt ; PJm z; J
and hence that
ð

ð
2
_
_
_
ðhz; JiK hz; jjJjj JiÞdt Z hz; PJ ðU 0 ðJÞÞidt;

which is the weak formulation of (2.8). Since (2.8) has a unique smooth solution
with initial values as in (2.9), we deduce that the Jm converge in C 1 to J without
taking subsequences (since any subsequence has a subsequence which converges
to the same limit J).
&
There are various ways in which this example can be generalized, for example:
— by allowing several constraints, G j(j)Zg j, so that the motion is constrained
to a submanifold of co-dimension larger than one, as in §2a(ii), and
— by considering the case that j takes values in an inﬁnite-dimensional vector
space, as in the PDEs of classical ﬁeld theory described in §§1 and 2b, or even
by allowing j to be a function taking values in a manifold as in the s-model
(wave map) problem (see §3c and Haskins & Speight 2003).
To conclude this section, we shall brieﬂy mention the possibility of increasing
the dimension of the domain. A problem of this type was considered by Bethuel
et al. (1993), where theorem 2.3 was proved.
Theorem 2.3. Let U3R2 be a bounded, connected and simply connected,
open set with smooth boundary vU on which is given a smooth function
g : vU/ S 1 Z fz 2 C : jzjZ 1g having zero degree, which is the restriction of a
 S 1 . Let Hg1 ðUÞZ g~C H01 ðUÞ be the complex-valued H 1
smooth function g~ : U/
functions with boundary values g. Then solutions Jm 2 Hg1 h CNðU; CÞ of
KDJm Z mJm ð1KjJm j2 Þ;

Ð
which minimize the energy ðjVjj2 C ðm=2Þð1Kjjj2 Þ2 Þ, converge in C 1;a ; a 2 ð0; 1Þ,
as m/N, to J 2 Hg1 h CNðU; S 1 Þ, the solution of
KDJ Z jVJj2 J;
which minimizes the energy jVjj2 .
Ð

In this theorem, it is crucial that the boundary value g has zero degree, so that
 without this assumption
it does indeed admit a smooth S 1-valued extension to U:
N
there would be no putative limit function J 2 C ðU; S 1 Þ, extending g, to which
the sequence Jm might converge. The description of the asymptotic behaviour of
Jm in the case of non-zero degree involves the emergence of rescaled Ginzburg–
Landau vortices at locations determined by a renormalized energy, and has given
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rise to a very large literature starting with Bethuel et al. (1994). Since the focus
of the present survey is on dynamical aspects of adiabatic limits, we will not
attempt to describe the many interesting results in this area.
(ii) Natural Lagrangian systems with vector constraints
In order to generalize theorem 2.2, so as to allow for several constraints, we
consider the Lagrangian of the form (2.1), with Vm Z
PU C mV, where the
constraining potential is of the form VðjÞZ jjGðjÞjj2 Z sjZ1 Gj ðjÞ2 for some
vector-valued function GðjÞZ ðG1 ðjÞ; .; Gs ðjÞÞ 2 Rs . We introduce the
following assumptions (which are given at some length so as to ﬁx notation for
the subsequent discussion).
— G1. There is an open set O on which G is a smooth submersion, G : O/ Rs ,
whose level sets Sg Z fj 2 O : GðjÞZ gg are leaves of a smooth foliation of O,
and minj2O VðjÞZ 0Z fVðj0 Þ : j0 2 S0 g.
— G2. There are open sets O1 3RNKs and O2 3Rs and a diffeomorphism
~ : O1 !O2 / O so that every j2O can be written uniquely as jZ Jðs;
~
J
gÞ
~
with s 2 O1 ,g 2 O2 and GðJðs; gÞÞZ g. Furthermore, there is a corresponding orthogonal decomposition of the tangent space Tj O zRN as
~ j ðRN Þ;
~ j ðRN Þ4Q
Tj O Z Tj SGðjÞ 4Nj SGðjÞ Z P
~ j satisfying P
~ j Z 1, and
~ j 4Q
~j; Q
with corresponding orthogonal projections P
which map, respectively, onto the tangent and normal spaces to the leaves,
~ gÞ,
i.e. at jZ Jðs;
~ j ðRN Þ Z Ker DGðjÞ Z D1 Jðs;
~ gÞðRNKs Þ and
P
~ j ðRN Þ Z DGðjÞ ðRs Þ
Q
where DGðjÞ means the adjoint operator Rs / Tj O, deﬁned using the
Euclidean inner products to identify the vector spaces with their duals.
— G3. There exists mO0 such that
D 2 Vðj0 Þðn; nÞR m jjnjj2 ;
for every j0 2 S0 and n 2 Nj0 S0 . Then for jZ j0 2 S0 , the decomposition in
(G2) reduces to
Tj0 O Z Ker Lj0 4Lj0 ðRN Þ;
where Lj is the symmetric linear operator RN / RN determined by
hv; Lj wiZ D 2 VðjÞðv; wÞ. Furthermore, for j in some set N close to S0,
there are NKs eigenvalues which are less than (say) m/4 and s eigenvalues
greater than (say) 3m/4, and there are corresponding orthogonal spectral
projections Pj and Qj such that
Tj O Z Pj ðRN Þ4Qj ðRN Þ:
Remark 2.4. The assumed form of the constraining potential V is chosen to
match the Bogomoln’yi form of the potentials in the ﬁeld theoretic cases of
interest discussed in §1b(iv). More general forms for V could be handled with
the same methods.
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Remark 2.5. Regarding (G3), observe that the fact that 0 is a minimum value
~ 0Þ 2 S0 , and hence, by the chain
of V implies that V 0 ðj0 ÞZ 0 for all j0 Z Jðs;
~ 0ÞðRNKs Þ, i.e. the kernel of the Hessian
rule, that Lj wZ 0c w 2 Tj0 S0 Z D1 Jðs;
contains the tangent space to S0. The condition of positivity of the Hessian on the
normal space to S0 is the crucial deﬁning condition of a Morse–Bott critical
submanifold.
We now introduce the constrained system. The minimum value, 0, of the
constraining potential V is attained on the set S0, and so we consider critical
points of (2.1) among curves t1 jðtÞ 2 S0 3RN , i.e. those for which
Ð
0
_
_ ziKhU
; ziÞdt Z 0;
ðhj;
ð2:29Þ
N
N
cz 2 C N
0 ðR; R Þ : zðtÞ 2 TjðtÞ S0 Z PjðtÞ ðR Þ:
An alternative, and more familiar, way to write this condition is
D _
j C Pj U 0 Z 0;
ð2:30Þ
Dt
where D=DtZ Pj ðd=dtÞ is the covariant derivative along j determined by the
metric on S0 induced from the ambient Euclidean structure.
Theorem 2.6. Assume that U,G1, ., Gs are smooth bounded functions on RN
and the properties (G1)–(G3) hold. For mO0, let Jm 2 CNðR; RN Þ be the unique
solution of (2.2), with Vm Z U C mV Z U C mjjGjj2 , and with initial values
Jm ð0Þ Z J0 2 S0

_ m ð0Þ Z v0 2 TJ S0 :
J
0

ð2:31Þ

Then there exists a non-empty time interval, ½Kt ; t , such that
Jm / J

in C 1 ð½Kt * ; t * ; RN Þ as m/CN;

ð2:32Þ

where J 2 CNð½Kt ; t ; S0 Þ is the unique solution of (2.30) with initial data
_
Jð0ÞZ J0 , Jð0ÞZ
v0 .
Remark 2.7. Small modiﬁcations of the proof below show that this behaviour
is stable, i.e. holds for solution sequences whose initial data converge rapidly
to (2.31).
Proof. The Euler–Lagrange equation (2.2) can be written more explicitly as
€ C U 0 ðjÞ C mV 0 ðjÞ Z 0:
j

ð2:33Þ

By the local existence theorem, this equation has, for every m and initial data
(2.31), a local smooth solution Jm deﬁned on some time interval (KTm,Tm) which
_ m ðtÞÞZ Eð0Þ, where
satisﬁes the energy conservation law EðtÞZ H ðJm ðtÞ; J
_ 2 C U ðjÞ C mVðjÞ:
_ Z 1 jjjjj
ð2:34Þ
H ðj; jÞ
2
The initial data (2.31) are such that the energy E(0)ZE0 is ﬁnite and
independent of m. Since U is bounded, by say L, and VR0, it follows that for
_ m are uniformly bounded as in (2.14). Now note that
mO0 the velocities vm Z J
there exists tO0, independent of m, such that all solutions Jm(t) remain inside a
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ﬁxed compact subset N 3O containing J0, so that restricting to jtj%t we can
make use of the properties (G1)–(G3). Also, since the U ; G1 ; .; Gs are smooth,
we may assume that all their derivatives are bounded (by constants depending
on N ). Therefore, the solution can be continued, and subsequentially the Jm
converge to a limit J 2 C ð½Kt ; t ; RN Þ, uniformly on closed bounded intervals.
(This convergence will be improved to C 1 below.) The energy identity (2.34)
implies GðJðtÞÞZ 0 so that in fact J 2 Cð½Kt ; t ; S0 Þ.
To prove C 1 convergence via lemma 2.1, it is sufﬁcient to prove that the
€ m are bounded independent of m. We now derive these
accelerations v_ m Z J
estimates, temporarily writing j, v in place of Jm,vm for clarity. As in the model
problem, the ‘normal’ and ‘tangential’ components are estimated separately.
However, an additional complication here is that there are two different
orthogonal decompositions into normal and tangential components, provided by
(G2) and (G3), respectively, namely
_ C Qj ðvÞ
_ and
v_ Z Pj ðvÞ
~ j ðvÞ:
~ j ðvÞ
_ CQ
_
v_ Z P
(In the model problem considered above, these decompositions coincide). It turns
~ j ðvÞ
_ and Qj ðvÞ
_ in
out that it is sufﬁcient (and most convenient) to estimate P
order to bound v_ itself.
To estimate the ﬁrst of these, observe that if j solves (2.33), then
~ jðtÞ ðvðtÞÞjj
~ jðtÞ ðU 0 ðjðtÞÞÞjj% cðN Þ:
_
jjP
Z jjP

ð2:35Þ

For the estimation of the normal velocity, consider ﬁrst the differentiated
_ i.e.
equation satisﬁed by v Z j,
v€ C Kj v C mLj v Z 0;

ð2:36Þ

where K j bears the same relation to U as L j does to V, i.e.
hv; Kj wiZ D 2 U ðjÞðv; wÞ. Now introduce wZ Qj ðvÞ; given (2.35), this quantity is
_
sufﬁcient to bound v.
Claim. If j(t) lies in a compact set N which is sufﬁciently close to S0, then
_
_
there exists a constant cZ cðE0 ; L; N Þ such that jjvjj%
cð1C jjwjjÞ.
~ j are
To prove this claim, observe that the projection operators Qj and Q
continuous functions of j which coincide on S0, and hence making N close to
~ j KQj Þvjj%
_
_ From this, we deduce
S0 we may assume that jjðQ
ð1=2Þjjvjj.
1
~ j vjj%
~ j vjj
~ j vjj
_
_
_ C jjQ
_
_ C jjQj vjj
_ C jjvjj;
ð2:37Þ
jjvjj%
jjP
jjP
2
~ j vjjC
_
_
_
_
_ Qj ðvÞC
so that jjvjj%
2ðjjP
½vt ; Qj v
jjQj vjjÞ.
Now differentiation gives wZ
and one can check (e.g. using the Riesz contour integral formula for Qj ; Riesz &
Sz.-Nagy 1990) that jj½vt ; Qj jj% cjjvjj; here we write jj$jj for the operator norm.
Using the bound (2.14) and substituting back into (2.37) gives the claim.
Thus it remains to estimate w. Applying Qj to (2.36) gives
€ C Kj w C mLj w Z ½v2t ; Qj v C ½Kj ; Qj v;
w
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since ½Qj ; Lj Z 0 (because spectral resolution projectors always commute with
the original operator). This suggests the introduction of the quantity
1
_ 2 C hw; ðKj C mLj ÞwiÞ;
E N Z ðjjwjj
2
since by (G3) and w 2 Qj ðRN Þ we have

1
mm
_ 2C
E N R jjwjj
jjwjj2 ;
2
2
for sufﬁciently large m. Together with the claim above, this implies
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
_
jjvjj%
cð1 C E N Þ:

ð2:39Þ

ð2:40Þ

ð2:41Þ

The energy identity gives
d N
1
_ ½v2t ; Qj v C ½Kj ; Qj vi C hw; ½vt ; Kj C mLj wi:
E Z hw;
dt
2
_
As noted above, jj½vt ; Qj jj% cjjvjj, and similarly jj½v2t ; Qj jj% cðjjvjj2 C jjvjjÞ,
so
that there exists cZ cðE0 ; L; N Þ such that
d N
_
_ C 1Þ C ð1 C mÞjjwjj2 :
vjj
E % cjjwjjðjj
dt

ð2:42Þ

And so, since these estimates apply to the solutions Jm, (2.41) and a simple
€ m along
application of the Gronwall inequality give the following bound for v_ m Z J
the subsequence:
jjv_ m ðtÞjj% C1 eC2 t ;

ð2:43Þ

for jtj% t , with both constants depending only on E0, L, N (and independent of m).
It then follows from lemma 2.1 that, along the subsequence, the Jm converge in
C 1 ð½Kt ; t ; RN Þ to some limit J 2 C 1 ð½Kt ; t ; S0 Þ. The remainder of the
argument can be completed as in the model problem.
&
(iii) A direct constructive approach
An alternative approach to the problem of adiabatic motion and strongly
constrained systems is to ask whether, given a solution to the limit (constrained)
system, it is possible to construct a nearby solution to the original system (for
large values of the constraining parameter m)? We sketch a proof of a theorem
which answers this question afﬁrmatively in the context of the natural
Lagrangian systems discussed in theorem 2.6 in §2a(ii). Theorem 1.4 from
Stuart (1994b) is also based on this type of direct constructive approach,
although the compactness approach, discussed in §2a(ii), could equally well be
used for the problems in that article and Stuart (1994a).
Assume given, as a starting point, a solution to the constrained system (2.30)
which can be written
~ 0 ðtÞ; 0Þ;
JðtÞ Z Jðs
ð2:44Þ
with initial conditions as in (2.9). Here, we are using the same notation as in
~
§2a(ii) so that Jðs;
0Þ 2 S0 , cs 2 O by (G2). We search for a solution of (2.33)
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in the form
~
Jm ðtÞ Z JðsðtÞ;
0Þ C z;

ð2:45Þ

with s(t) determined by the requirement that
PsðtÞ ðzðtÞÞ Z 0;

ð2:46Þ

where PsðtÞ Z PJðsðtÞ;0Þ
is the projection onto the tangent space to S0. (The
~
~
condition (2.46) would hold if JðsðtÞ;
0Þ were the nearest point on S0 to Jm ðtÞ.)
Theorem 2.8. For every solution to (2.30) in the form (2.44), there exists
t O 0 and a solution to (2.33) which can be written in the form (2.45) and (2.46)
on the time interval ½Kt ; t , where
pﬃﬃﬃ
2
_
_
C m2 jjzðtÞjj2 C mðjjsðtÞK s0 ðtÞjj C jjsðtÞK
s_ 0 ðtÞjjÞ% c; ð2:47Þ
sup ½mjjzðtÞjj
jtj%t *

with c independent of m.
The idea of the proof is to rewrite (2.33) as an equivalent coupled system of
equations for z(t) and s(t) by requiring that (2.45) and (2.46) hold for each t.
A careful treatment of the energy identity then yields (2.47). Substitution gives
the following equation for z:


0 ~
~
_ s$D
_ 12 JKmj
z€ C mLs z ZK s€$D1 C s5
ð2:48Þ
s ðzÞKU ðJ C zÞ;
0 ~
where, abusing notation slightly, we write Ls Z L ~
and j s ðzÞZ V ðJC zÞK Ls z.
Jðs;0Þ

Differentiate (2.46) twice and use the fact that Ps Ls Z 0 to deduce


0 ~
2
~
_ s,D
_ 12 JKmj
Ps K s€,D1 C s5
s ðzÞKU ðJ C zÞ C ½vt ; Ps z Z 0;

ð2:49Þ

which, for large m, is a small perturbation of (2.30) when (2.47) holds. This means that
(2.48) and (2.49) potentially provide a scheme in which (2.47) can be proved to hold
on a ﬁnite time interval for appropriate initial data. To carry out this, choose, for
_
simplicity, initial data zZ 0Z z_ and sð0ÞZ s0 ð0Þ; sð0ÞZ
s_ 0 ð0Þ, so that for each m
there exists t1(m)O0 such that (2.47) holds for some cO0 on ½Kt1 ðmÞ; t1 ðmÞ
(by continuity). This information is then used to show that in fact t1(m) may be taken
to be RtO0, with t independent of m for large m. The estimates for (2.48) necessary
to achieve this can be obtained by consideration of the quantity
1 _ 2
E N Z ðjjzjj
C hz; ðKs C mLs ÞziÞ;
ð2:50Þ
2
, as deﬁned immediately following (2.36). The crucial estimate,
with Ks Z KJðs;0Þ
~
from which theorem 2.8 follows quickly, is jE N j% c=m. To obtain this, differentiate
(2.50) to get
d N
0 ~
_ ð€
~
_ s,D
_ 12 ÞJKmj
s ,D1 C s5
E Z hz;K
s ðzÞKðU ðJ C zÞK Ks zÞi
dt
1
C hz; ½vt ; Kj C mLj zi:
ð2:51Þ
2
Ð
N
N
The idea is to write E N ðTÞZ E N ð0ÞC 0T E_ dT, estimate E_ and apply the
Gronwall inequality. The terms on the right-hand side, which are at least
_ can be estimated in the obvious way. Some care is needed with
quadratic in z; z,
_ since if estimated
the terms in the ﬁrst line of (2.51), which are only linear in z,
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naively they contribute O(1), whereas it is necessary to bound them as O(1/m) to
establish (2.47); this can be done by means of a single integration by parts
in time.
(b ) The sine-Gordon equation
We will now prove theorem 1.1, showing that in the low-energy adiabatic limit
the sine-Gordon equation (1.1) can be approximated by uniform motion along the
moduli space MSG of all solitons. The proof of this theorem will be carried out
using the rescaling (1.22), so that we are interested in solutions, for large m, of
v2 q
C mV 0 ðqÞ Z 0;
ð2:52Þ
2
vt
Ð
where VðqÞZ V ðqÞK8Z ð1=2Þ ðqx K2 sin ðq=2ÞÞ2 dx is the potential energy
discussed in §1b(iv), shifted to have minimum 0. We consider smooth initial
data obtained by rescaling (1.20) via (1.22), and using mZeK2 as parameter in
place of e,
qð0; xÞ Z qK ðxÞ C q^0 ðx; mÞ;
vt qð0; xÞ ZKu 0 qK0 ðxÞ C v^0 ðx; mÞ and
ð2:53Þ
pﬃﬃﬃ
mjjq^0 jjH 2 C mjj^
v 0 jjH 1 Z Oð1Þ; as m/N:
Referring to the discussion in §§1b,c, we see that equation (2.52) is a natural
Lagrangian system, an inﬁnite-dimensional version of those studied in §2a(ii),
with U Z 0, mZ e K2 [ 1 and with inﬁnite-dimensional vector constraint function
G : A1 / L2 ðRÞ, q1 GðqÞZ qx K2 sin ðq=2Þ; deﬁned on the conﬁguration space A1
deﬁned in §1c. In the next three paragraphs we develop a framework for the
discussion similar to the properties (G1)–(G3) used in the ﬁnite-dimensional case.
Analogous to (G1), we have the following.
Lemma 2.9. G is a smooth submersion A1 / L2 ðRÞ whose level sets GK1(g), for
g 2 GðA1 Þ, deﬁne a foliation with one-dimensional leaves, whose tangent spaces
at q are spanned by a positive function bq 2 Ker DGðqÞ with jjbq jjL2 Z 1, and the
mapping q1 bq is continuous from A1 to H 1.
Proof. Since supx jqðxÞj% cjjqjjH 1 , the smoothness (and in fact real analyticity)
of G follows immediately from that of sin (q/2). To prove that it is a submersion,
it is sufﬁcient to prove that the derivative
q
DGðqÞ : w1 wx Kcos w;
2
is surjective and has a one-dimensional kernel. That these statements are true
follows from the fact that if q 2 A1 then cosðqðxÞ=2Þ/H1 Ð as x/GN. This
means that wx Kcosðq=2ÞwZ 0 has a solution wðxÞZ wð0Þexpð 0x cosðq=2ÞÞ, which
is square integrable and gives a one-dimensional kernel; normalizing it by
jjbq jjL2 Z 1 and requiring it to be positive determines bq uniquely. Surjectivity can
be proved similarly by construction of a fundamental solution for DG(q)
8
 Ð

>
exp K xy cosðq=2Þ
if 0! y! x;
>
<
 Ðy

Kðx; yÞ Z Kexp K x cosðq=2Þ if x ! y! 0;
ð2:54Þ
>
>
:
0
otherwise:
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The fact that q2A1 implies that cos(q/2) has limitH1 as x/GN. Using this it
is straightforward
Ð to show from the generalized Young inequality that the
operator K : f 1 Kðx; yÞf ðyÞdy is bounded L2/L2, and gives a solution to the
equation wx Kcosðq=2ÞwZ f . This equation in turn implies boundedness of K
from L2 to H 1 so that DG(q) is surjective as claimed. The ﬁnal assertion follows
from the implicit function theorem.
&
To further pursue the analogy with §2a(ii) we introduce projection operators
as in (G2),
~ q ðwÞ Z wKP
~ q ðwÞ Z hw; bq ibq ; Q
~ q ðwÞ:
P

ð2:55Þ

Now bq is tangent to the leaves of the foliation and as such is orthogonal to V 0 ðqÞ,
a fact which can be checked directly,

ð
q
q
q
hbq ; ðKqxx Csin qÞiL2 Z
ðqx K2 sin Þððbq Þx Kcos bq Þ Cð2 sin bq Þx dx Z 0:
2
2
2
ð2:56Þ
~ q ðV 0 ðqÞÞZ0, which will be used below to estimate the
This means that P
€
tangential component of q.
To introduce the
in (G3), consider the operator Lq ZKv2x C cos q
Ð decomposition
2
which satisﬁes wLq w dx Z D VðqÞðw; wÞ. When qð$ÞZ qK ð$K X0 Þ is one of
the soliton solutions, we write LX0 for this operator; it has precisely one L2
eigenvector, qk, corresponding to the eigenvalue 0, which arises due to translation
invariance. The remaining spectrum is continuous spectrum ﬁlling the interval
[1, N). For q2A1 sufﬁciently close to qK ð$K X0 Þ, i.e. if jjqK qK ð$X0 ÞjjH 1 is
sufﬁciently small, Lq is a compact perturbation of LX0 . Therefore, by Weyl’s
theorem, its spectrum has the same set of limit points as LX0 , and, by results in ch. 7
of Kato (1980), has an isolated simple eigenvalue lq close to 0; there may also be
eigenvalues close to the bottom of the continuous spectrum. There exists a number
dO0 such that if jjqK qK ð$K X0 ÞjjH 1 ! d , for some X0, then jlq!(1/4)j and the
remainder of the spectrum is O(3/4). Let zq be the positive, normalized eigenvector
with eigenvalue lq. The functions q1 lq (respectively, zq) are smooth from A1 to R
(respectively, H 2). Introduce corresponding spectral projection operators on L2,
Pq ðwÞ Z hw; zq izq ; Qq ðwÞ Z wKPq ðwÞ:

ð2:57Þ

0
, it follows, from continuity, that
Since bqK Z zqK Z qK

~ q KQq Þjj% 1 ;
jjðQ
2

ð2:58Þ

in operator norm, as long as jjqK qK ð$K X0 ÞjjH 1 ! d , with d sufﬁciently small.
Another immediate consequence is that for small d there exists c4O0 such that
ð
ð2:59Þ
wLq w dx R c4 jjwjj2H 1 ;
for all w 2 Qq ðH 1 ðRÞÞ.
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A proof of theorem 1.1 will now be given. The basic strategy is the same as in
the ﬁnite-dimensional case, but a new compactness criterion is required on
account of the inﬁnite dimensionality of the problem. In place of the Arzela–
Ascoli theorem, the following version of the Lions–Aubin lemma (Majda &
Bertozzi 2001) will be used to deduce compactness.
Lemma 2.10. Given positive numbers l!s and a sequence of smooth functions
fn ðt; xÞ satisfying


max jjfn ðtÞjjH s C jjf_ n ðtÞjjH l % C ;
jtj%t

ffnj gN
jZ1

there exists
which converges to a limit f 2 C ð½Kt ; t ; H s ðRÞÞ, in the
sense that if r is smooth and compactly supported, then maxjtj%t jjrð$Þ!
ðfn ðt; $ÞKf ðt; $ÞÞjjH r / 0 for every r2(l, s).
Proof of theorem 1.1.
(i) The initial-value problem for (2.52) with smooth initial data has a unique
smooth global solution which satisﬁes energy conservation E(t)ZE(0),
where
ð
1 _ 2
EðtÞ Z
qðtÞ dx C mVðqðtÞÞ:
2
Furthermore, the solution qðtÞZ Qm ðtÞ with initial data (2.53) remains
close to the soliton moduli space for all time as m/CN: there exists
Xm ðtÞ 2 R and cO0 such that, for every t2R,
jjqðt; $ÞK qK ð$K Xm ðtÞÞjjH 1 % cm Kð1=2Þ :

ð2:60Þ

These facts are proved by Henry et al. (1982); an alternative proof, more
similar to the methods being discussed here, follows as a simpliﬁcation of
the work by Stuart (2001). Let m be sufﬁciently large that (2.58) and
(2.59) hold.
(ii) Let v Z q_ and observe that it solves the equation
v€ C mLq v Z 0:
ð2:61Þ
~ q to (2.52) to deduce P
~ q ðvÞZ
_
Apply the tangential projection operator P
0.
~
~
2
2
_ so that jjvjj
_ L % jjQq ðvÞjj
_ L C jjQq ðvÞKQ
_
_ L2 ; and
Therefore, v_ Z Qq ðvÞ,
q ðvÞjj
_ L2 % 2jjQq ðvÞjj
_ L2 ;
jjvjj

ð2:62Þ

for sufﬁciently large m by (2.58) and (2.60). Deﬁne wZ Qq ðvÞ, then
€ C mLq w Z v2t ; Qq v:
ð2:63Þ
w
_
_
_
Now, by the paragraph preceding (2.57), jlq jC jjzq jjL2 % cjjqjjL2 and hence
_ L2 % cð1C jjwjj
_ L2 Þ, with c depending only onÐ the energy,
(2.62) implies jjvjj
_ L2 % cð1C jjvjj
_ L2 Þ. Introduce E N ðtÞZ ð1=2Þ ðw_ 2 C mwLq
and similarly jjwjj
wÞdx as a measure of the normal oscillations. Then for initial data as in
(2.53), we claim that E N ð0ÞZ Oð1Þ as m/CN. To see this, ﬁrst note that
_ L2 Z Oð1Þ.
(2.52) and (2.53) imply that jjv2t qð0; $ÞjjL2 Z Oð1Þ and hence jjwjj
_
Qq ð^
v 0 ÞC ðQq K QqK ÞðKu 0 qK0 Þ when tZ0 (since
Next, write wZ Qq ðqÞZ
0
QqK ðqK
ÞZ 0). Then note that (2.53) implies that jjqð0; $ÞK qK jjH 2 Z Oðm K1 Þ
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so that jjzq K zqK jjH 2 Z Oðm K1 Þ also; therefore, since jj^
v 0 jjH 1 Z Oðm K1=2 Þ, we
deduce jjwð0; $ÞjjH 1 Z Oðm K1=2 Þ, and hence E N ð0ÞZ Oð1Þ as claimed.
_ v2t ; Qq viC ð1=2Þmhw; ½vt ; Lq wi and
(iii) We need the identity ðd=dtÞE N Z hw;
the lower bound (which follows immediately from (2.59))


2
2
_
E N ðtÞR c5 jjwðtÞjj
ð2:64Þ
L2 C mjjwðtÞjjH 1 :
Now, by the smoothness properties preceding (2.57), we have jl€q j%



_ 22
_ 2 2 and, using also (2.59), we deduce kz€q kL2 % c kqk
€ L2 Ckqk
€ L2 C kqk
c kqk
L
L
_ 2 4 Þ Therefore, using jjf jjL4 % cjjf jj1=21 jjf jj1=2
Ckqk
, there exists cO0, indepenL
H
L2
dent of mO1, such that
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jj½v2t ; Qq vjjL2 % cð1 C E N Þ;
and hence
N

N

E ðtÞ% E ð0Þ C c

ðt

ð1 C E N ðsÞÞds;

0

with c depending on the energy and independent of m. As a consequence, on
any time interval ½Kt ; t  the solutions ðQm ; vm Z Q_ m Þ satisfy the following
(m independent) bounds:
pﬃﬃﬃ
ð2:65Þ
maxðjjv_ m ðtÞjjL2 C jjvm ðtÞjjH 1 C mjjwm jjH 1 Þ% c;
jtj%t

where wm Z QQm ðvm Þ. Now let fm Z Qm K Qm ð0Þ so that f_ m Z Q_ m Z vm . From
€ m in L2, f_ m in H 1 and hence fm in H 1 by a constant
these we can bound f€m Z Q
independent of m, but depending upon t. Given this, equation (2.52) implies
a bound for v2x Qm Z v2x ðfm C Qm ð0ÞÞ, and hence
maxðjjf_ m ðtÞjjH 1 C jjfm ðtÞjjH 2 Þ% c;

jtj%t

ð2:66Þ

with c independent of m.
(iv) Now applying lemma 2.10, we extract a subsequence {mj} along which there is
convergence to a limit f 2 C ð½Kt ; t ; H 2 ðRÞÞ, for every r!2 in the
sense that if rZ rðxÞ is smooth and compactly supported, then maxjtj%t
jjrðfmj ðtÞKf ðtÞÞjjH r / 0 and similarly f_ mj converge to f_ 2 C ð½Kt ; t ;
H 1 ðRÞÞ in a corresponding sense with r!1. Deﬁne
Q h Qm ð0Þ C f ;
_ 2 Cð½Kt ; t ; A1 !H 1 !H 1 Þ,
then ðQ; vx Q; QÞ
i:e:

vx Q Z 2 sin

and GðQÞZ 0,

Q
;
2

so that there exists X0(t) such that Qðt; $ÞZ qK ð$K X0 ðtÞÞ at each time t. It
0
follows from the regularity just asserted for Q, and the positivity of qK
, that
1
the function t1 X0 ðtÞ is in fact C . Furthermore, comparing with (2.60), we
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see that Xm ðtÞ/ X0 ðtÞ uniformly and
lim max kðQmj ðt; $ÞK qK ð$K X0 ðtÞÞÞkH 1 Z 0:

mj/N jtj%t *

ð2:67Þ

(v) It follows from (2.56) that hbQm ; v2t Qm iL2 / 0 as m/N along the subsequence.
This implies also that, along (mj),
0
ð,K X0 Þ;
hqK

v2t Qm iL2 / 0;

0
ð,K X0 Þ strongly in H 1.
since by lemma 2.9 and the previous item bQm / qK
Note also that
00
hqK
ð,K X0 Þ; vt Qm iL2 / 0;
00
0
since hqK ; qK iL2 Z 0 and vt Qm converges to KX_ 0 qK0 ð$K X0 Þ weakly in L2,
along the subsequence (mj). Now
ð

hqK0 ð$KX0 ðtÞÞ; vt Qm ðtÞiL2

b

b

a

Z

a

qK0 ð$KX0 ðtÞÞ; v2t Qm iL2

KX_ 0 hqK00 ð$KX0 ðtÞÞ; vt Qm iL2 dt:
Taking the limit as mj/N, we deduce that X_ 0 ðbÞZ X_ 0 ðaÞ for all a, b so that
€ 0 Z 0 with the initial data X0 ð0ÞZ 0; X_ 0 ð0ÞZ u 0
X0 is indeed the solution of X
as expected. Since the solution X0 ðtÞZ u 0 t is unique, it follows that the Qm
converge to the same limit along every convergent subsequence, and
hence there is convergence, without restriction to subsequences, completing
the proof.
&

3. Further developments and directions for future work
In this section, we brieﬂy discuss various directions in which the previous work
either has been, or could be, pursued and strengthened.
(a ) Scattering theory
An immediate question raised by the formulation of, for example, theorem 1.4,
is whether there is a longer time scale on which the approximation is valid. This
is a natural question mathematically which is also of interest phenomenologically, e.g. for the description of soliton scattering. Scattering is a process in which
two, or more, solitons, initially well separated, move towards one another and
interact for a time before moving apart again (usually); the interaction is
generally hoped to have a negligible effect except over a ﬁnite time interval.
For the case of BPS monopoles (§1a(ii) in §1), there is a quite explicit description
of the scattering of two monopoles, at the level of the moduli space approximation,
which is given by Atiyah & Hitchin (1988). It is desirable to extend theorem 1.4 to
provide a rigorous description of monopole scattering on an inﬁnite time interval:
this would be achieved by the construction of solutions to (1.4), which are close for
all time to the monopole scattering processes given by the geodesics given by
Atiyah & Hitchin (1988). This is open, as is a more basic problem, to prove
asymptotic stability of a single BPS monopole. Regarding this question, it has been
proved by Stuart (1999a) that the BPS monopoles are uniformly stable in a certain
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norm, similar to but weaker than the H 1 norm. For the case of a single monopole,
this implies that for initial data close to a monopole the solution at later times is
uniformly close to some translate and gauge transformation of that monopole. To
strengthen this assertion to prove asymptotic stability amounts to showing that
the solution actually converges to a monopole as t/N, in some topology.
Once asymptotic stability of a single monopole is proved, it would be interesting
to understand the asymptotic behaviour as t/N when several monopoles are
present in some appropriate class of initial data: does the solution converge to an
approximate superposition of monopoles as t/N in some norm? Results of this
type are in principle known for certain integrable equations, although precise
statements are not easy to come by (see Eckhaus & Schuur 1983; Cheng et al. 1999).
Some progress has been made towards developing methods allowing a more general
treatment of such problems, starting with Soffer & Weinstein (1990), Buslaev &
Perelman (1993) and more recently Cuccagna (2003), Rodnianski et al. (2003),
Perelman (2004) and Buslaev et al. (2007).
(b ) Bound states and time-periodic solutions
We now discuss questions related to the existence of periodic solutions
representing bound states of solitons. These arise if the adiabatic limit system
has periodic solutions representing such bound states. An approximation theorem
like theorem 1.4 would then imply that there is a corresponding solution of the full
system which is close to the bound state on some time interval. However, there is no
guarantee this would be close for all time, or even on a time interval long compared
to the period of the bound state, and it is clearly necessary to reﬁne the analysis
carried out hitherto to seriously address the issues of existence, persistence and
stability of periodic and quasi-periodic motions. The existence of periodic orbits in
ﬁnite-dimensional adiabatic limit problems is treated by Uhlenbeck (1995) and
Malchiodi (2001). As a speciﬁc inﬁnite-dimensional example, the Abelian Higgs
model is a system of hyperbolic nonlinear wave equations for which a moduli space
approximation has been proved to be valid (Stuart 1994a). At the moduli space
level there exist time-periodic solutions, which have been proved to persist in the
full system in certain cases (Stuart 1999b). The Chern–Simons–Schrödinger
system will also admit periodic solutions of a similar type. Work is currently
underway to apply Hamiltonian techniques associated with KAM theory and
Nekhoroshev estimates to understand the stability of such solutions, and then
extend this understanding to quasi-periodic solutions.
(c ) Singularities
In certain models, the limiting moduli space dynamics is singular (Speight
2003; Bizon et al. 2004) and it is natural to investigate to what extent this is a
reﬂection of singular behaviour of the original system. This circumstance arises
in particular for systems having a scale invariant static energy V, such as the
Yang–Mills equations on R1C4 and the s-model (wave map) problem on R1C2. In
certain cases, the L2-induced metric on the moduli space is incomplete, and there
exist geodesics which cease to exist after a ﬁnite time. These geodesics
correspond to a ﬁnite time collapse of the soliton by rescaling. However, the
very fact of this singular collapse means the question of validity of the moduli
space approximation is a subtle one. For the case of the equivariant s-model, it
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has recently been proved by Rodnianski & Sterbenz (2006) that soliton collapse
does occur in certain cases. However, as had been observed numerically by Bizon
et al. (2004), the asymptotics at the blow-up point is different (by a logarithmic
term) from the self-similar collapse suggested by naive application of the moduli
space approximation.
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